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AAA-Tel is a wholesale Carrier serving

today's ever changing Market Needs.



We are focusing on the opportunities in Emerging Markets as Africa, Middle East, South East Asia and Latin America.

Having established strong Partnerships in those areas with competent Carriers, we can deliver strong product of all sizes.









About us






AAA-TEL LIMITED operates as a leading telecommunication service provider, managed and operated by a team of industry professionals with a collective experience of over 40 years in the telecommunications market. As an esteemed international telecom service provider, AAA-TEL collaborates with top-tier telecommunication carriers, offering voice and SMS termination services across the globe.







Having the advantage of exclusive direct telecom interconnections, we provide competitive prices in the market without compromising in any way our quality while retaining full control over service standards. Our premium A to Z voice and SMS solutions ensure quick revenue generation due to a highly competitive pricing, the finest service quality, and diverse routing options. Being flexible makes it a part of our philosophy to meet the dynamic requirements of our global partners - offering several service options depending on customers’ requirements.
Continuously expanding our telecom route network and refining products quality, our commitment enables us to maintain one of the industry's most favourable price-to-quality ratios.






The main company objective is to provide its partners with premium telecom routes with great statistics on every parameter for all offered destinations.
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Services




	High quality A-Z premium voice services 
	SMS services
	Competitive rates
	Efficient traffic management
	Dedicated and flexible routing
	Reliable and powerful billing platform
	Premium customer care and individual approach to each partner
	24/7 service and technical support
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Contact








×
Thanks for inquiry, we will get back to you within 48 hours.







Your name *




Your e-mail address *




Subject *







Message *




Send














AAA-TEL LIMITED Contact Address: 


1 Kings Avenue, London N21 3NA, UK
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